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CONFIDENTIAL

Operating on the Leading Edge
The Vision
Global market access and wireless communication is fueling unprecedented opportunity for
traders and investors everywhere. APT is focusing its talents on serving the growing need for
mobile “direct investment access” to financial markets. Our front line professionals are
experienced traders and technology specialists, who have previously developed and
published custom technical analysis indicators, smart charting methodology and trading
platforms for equities markets. This expertise has created tested products to further
energize research.
As an upcoming Fintech solution provider for the traders and investors who want superior
mobile access, our intent is to provide him or her with Intuitrader -- an intuitive trading
platform that acts as a trading partner as well as a support system when the trader is
unavailable. As such, the features include evaluation of stock buying opportunities and
delivering custom charts with detailed pricing guidelines along with actively managing open
positions. Our team understands the risk, data, and trade executions within trading systems.
More importantly, we have experience delivering software used by traders in America.
Our developments include an semi-automated trading platform that allows traders to
compete with existing trading machines when trading equities, web-based equity trading
indicators, charting algorithms, and order and risk management systems along with portfolio
rebalancing. The platform is designed to be broker agnostic and we believe this will allow us
to align with many brokers in ways that benefit both the brokerage firms and their clients.
Market Opportunity/Target Customer
In a time of 1% returns on bank managed savings accounts, we intend to provide alternatives
for those wishing to manage and increase their own wealth. Stats that show up to 5% of
affluent individuals have online trading accounts, which now number more than 54 million.
This is an immediate market looking for an edge and is savvy in the ways of accessing mobile
services. We envision a trading workspace for the mobile world that allows individuals to
compete in a highly automated market place profitably.

Company Information
APT SYSTEMS, INC
Trading Symbol: APTY
San Francisco, CA
Ph: 415-200-1100

Status
Early Development Stage
Company formed in 2010
Has for DTC status and
FAST registered

Industry
Financial Technology
Exchange: OTC
Sector: Technology
Industry: Software
Sub Industry:
Applications Software

Solution
The solution for proposed business growth is twofold. On one side it is necessary to raise
awareness to obtain market support and funds to build a financial app that meets the needs
of traders. The second element is to acquire ready-made software and licenses from another
company, which brings additional tested trading software into the mix along with their
experienced traders to facilitate beta testing of all trading systems.
Innovation/Technology Description
APT would have full rights, use and privileges of the Global Trader methodology, including
source software to allow future modifications. Developed over five years, the Global Trader
provides an innovative twist to current market theory; and the software can be overlaid onto
existing brokers’ charts to trade Futures, Equities, Commodities and Foreign Exchange.
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In addition to any acquisitions, the Company has access to the proprietary software and
algorithms developed personally by the CEO. These products and platforms can and will be
rewritten into a language compatible with the mobile world.
Proprietary Advantages / Sustainable Competitive Advantage
Before certain trading technology is exposed to third parties or consumers, counsel will
ensure that all aspects of the technology will be trademarked and copyrighted as allowed for
by laws in North America, Europe and Asia. The intent is to further develop hybrid software
that embraces the advantages of both systems for use on computers and hand held devices.
With your support today, we plan to become your go-to platform for analyzing and trading
stocks tomorrow.

Our Intuitive Trading Platform offers complete Trader Support

Competition
Recently, a number of financial platforms have been launched and we are competing for the
same clients who are interested in taking charge of their own investments. This includes
companies like Betterment, Wealth Front, Robin Hood, Motif Investing, and Mint. We
differentiate ourselves because we want to create tools where as these companies are more
involved in the making investment decisions for their customers or acting as their broker. If
these firms do a good job with basic education, their clients would likely graduate to our
platform. There are firms that are in direct competition in that they provide tools for picking
stocks and platforms but not all of them have moved to a mobile format (See Page 4).
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About APT Systems Inc.
Management of APT Systems works to deliver stock trading tools with focus on handheld
devices while also strategically acquiring other compatible financial businesses which
demonstrate strong growth potential stemming from a solid business plan. We remain
committed to delivering superior stock trading methodology that attains consistent returns
while limiting risk trading exposure.

Contact Information:
Glenda Dowie
President and CEO
Glenda@aptsystemsinc.com

This confidential document may contain certain forward looking statements and is not to
be construed as an offer to sell securities nor the guarantee of any future performance.

Our Leading Innovation is shaping the Future of Trading
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Note: We believe the mobile market is under served as demonstrated above. Our software will perform well on computers and will
set a new standard for apps both visually and how it interacts with the user. Currently, developers are recreating a direct translation
of the computer view and it needs to be a richer experience.
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APT Systems Reports First Quarter and Trading Test Results
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, June 23, 2016 – APT SYSTEMS, INC. (OTC PINK – APTY), a publicly traded, fully reporting company in the
FinTech software sector, announced today the Company posted its first quarterly revenue that includes revenues generated from
testing software and strategies, as part of the Company’s software development plans. The Company provided funds for testing to
traders and posted an unrealized gain of 22.17% over the three months reported.
In February of 2016, the Company contracted traders as testers as part of the due diligence process to test strategies, indicator
reliability and trading platforms within their designated accounts. The contracted traders could use funds for trading securities or
derivatives, which mainly consist of various options, currency pairs and futures. The trading activities would eventually cease and
accounts are to be returned to cash after the strategies were monitored over a reasonable period of time. While, the Company’s
business model is to develop trading software and not investing, short term investing is required to test elements of the software
including connectivity to independent brokers
“The indicators enabled the contracted traders to execute extremely well during the testing periods to generate profits despite
increasingly volatile market conditions,” said Glenda Dowie, APT’s CEO. “We are very happy with these results and look forward to
additional testing and input over these next coming months.” The Company’s future plans include launching a separate beta version
and looks forward to these kinds of results being experienced by many independent users. The Directors will announce separately
when the website is ready to accept individuals wishing to sign up as beta testers.
The Company plans to continue to look closely at the domestic and international debt markets to access funding to assist
management in their implementation of its long term business plan. The Management team and the Board will continue to review
capital programs and testing protocols and plan to regularly provide an update on these programs.
About APT Systems, Inc
APT is an acronym for Applied Proprietary Trading. The Management of APT Systems, Inc. works to deliver stock trading tools with a
focus on handheld devices while also strategically acquiring other compatible financial businesses which demonstrate strong growth
potential.
Disclaimer - Forward Looking Statements: This press release contains "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of Section 27A of the
Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and such forward-looking statements are made pursuant
to the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. "Forward-looking statements" describe future expectations, plans, results, or
strategies and are generally preceded by words such as "may," "future," "plan" or "planned," "will" or "should," "expected," "anticipates," "draft," "eventually" or
"projected." You are cautioned that such statements are subject to a multitude of risks and uncertainties that could cause future circumstances, events, or results to
differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements, including the risks that actual results may differ materially from those projected in the forwardlooking statements; projected events in this press release may not occur due to unforeseen circumstances, various factors, and other risks identified in a company's
annual report on Form 10-K and other filings made by such company. APTY may opt to disseminate information about itself, including the results of its operations
and financial information, via social media platforms such as Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.
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